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PREFACE 

The statements in personality inventories can be traced, in most 

cases, to questions used by psychiatrists in inte:rviewso The purpose 

of this study was· to investigate the difference in interview and group

testing presentations of the same :inventory., This was done to deter;.. 

mine whether the items would produce the same responses in an interview 

situation as in a group-testing situation., 

I would like to thank the students who took the inventories and 

the instructors who helped administer the group tests., I, also, appre

the Testing Bureau's scoring of the tests .. 

I especially want to thank Dr., Richard J. Rankin 9 whose advise, 

assistance, and encouragement in this study, and throughout my masterVs 

program, has been invaluable to me., I would also like to express my 

appreciation to Dr. Julia McHale for serving on my committee., 

My appreciation is extended to the committee and administrators 

of the fellowship program of the National Tiefense Education Act for 

the ffoancial assistance and opportunity to be in this mastervs pro

gram. 
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CHAPTER I 

THE PROBLEM 

The first personality inventory--Woodwor.th Person.al Data Sheet 

(WPDS) (Woodworth., 1918) was developed as a screening device to in

dicate those in need of an interviewe Because personal interviews 

by psychiatris·ts were much too slow., and there were too few psychi

atrists., the large influx of recruits in World War I necessitated 

such an instrument if psychiatric evaluations were to be made of 

each person., The WPDS was a compilation of questions used in psy

chiatric interviews., 

The WPDS was the forerunner of the many personality scales., 

such as the Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory., that were 

to followo Some of the items in these later assessment devices 

can be traced directly to items in the WPDS. Many of these items 

remain in their original wording; others have been modified some

what. 

Statement of the Problem 

It is the purpose of this study to investigate the differential 

effects of presenting the statements from personality scales in an 

interview situation or in a paper-and=pencil testing situation. An 

attempt will be made to answer the following questions: Do the dif

ferent conditions as a result of the subjects being in the interview 
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and of being in the group-testing situations influence their responding 

in any way? What are the reliabilities of the scales used? Is there 

any basis for asswning that the inventories are measuring the same 

thing in the two different conditions? This assumption is made when

ever group tests, constructed from interview questions, are substituted 

for the interview. 

Limitations of the Study 

Four personality scales were used to investigate whether there 

were differential effects on the scores of the scales because of pres

entation in a group-testing or an interview situation. The scales 

were the Barron's Independence of Judgment Scale, the Mirmesota Multi

phasic Personality Inventory Lie Scale, the Marlowe-Crowne Social 

Desirability Scale, and the Hanley~ Sea.le. The subjects were 187 

Oklahoma State University students enrolled in undergraduate psychology 

courses in the 1965 spring, summer, and fall sessionso There were 

80 male and 110 female subjects ranging in age from 17 to 40 yea.rso 

Due to the scope of the study, it was not feasible to use a greater 

variety of personality scales or to include a more diverse group of 

subjects. 

Clarification of Terms 

Guilford (1954, p. 451) used response bias to refer ·to the fact 

11that a response to a. test item tends to be altered in such a way that 

it indicates something other than that which we intend to measure." 

Cronbach (1946) stated that individuals have a tendency to respond to 

an item according to the content of the item. His defi.nition (Cronbach., .. 



1946, Po 476) was as follows: 

any tendency causing a person consistently to give different 
responses to test items than he would when the same content 
is presented in a different form ••• ttform" includes the 
form of the statement, the choice of responses offered and 
the directions since all of these are part of the situation 
to which he reacts. 

Edwards (1957, p. vi) uses the term social desirability in 

"reference to the tendency of subjects to attribute to themselves, 

in self-description, personality statements with socially desirable 

sea.le values. u 

Spilka (1961) tried to arrive at an operational definition 

of social desirability •. His procedure was to focus on the method 

of social desirability rather than change the individual meaning and 

content style. He correlated scores of three suggested ways of meas

uring self-concept. The correlations ranged from -.095 to +.971. 

Since there was a. large a.mount of variation in the agreement of these 

measures of the same concept, he concluded that the concept of social 

desirability was unclear operationally. 

Fordyce (1956, p. 171) gave the following as a preliminary defi-

nition of social desirability: "consensus judgment as to what behav;;., · 

ior, feelings and attitudes win social approval in American society." 

Lying is denying traits that are socially undesirable but that:'. 

are usually not denied by most sq.bjects. 

Plus-getting is the tendency of a subject to be unduly critical 

of h:i.msel.f. He responds in such a -way as to make his score indicate 

more of a socially undesirable characteristic than i-s the actual 

case. 

Defensiveness is the tendency to respond in a socially desirable 
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manner even if the response is not personally releva.nto 



CHAPl'ER II 

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 

The Woodworth Personal Data Sheet ('WPDS) is a test that was used 

in World War I to differentiate between those who needed psychiatric 

interviewing and those considered fit for military service without 

further evalua.tiono WPDS i.s considered to be a prototype of person

ality questionnaires. It was an attempt to standardize the interview 

and adapt the interview to group testing. The content of the items 

was gleaned from psychiatric literature as· well as from conferences 

with psychiatristso From these sources Woodworth was able to arrive 

at symptoms which indicated potential or :manifest neurotic condit,ions 

(Anastasi, 1961). 

The results ~rom previous studies comparing the questionnaires, 

or group tests, with interviews are ambiguous. Some studies indi

cated that the questionnaire is more valid; and some, that the inter

view is more valid. Others found no differences between data obtained 

in the two different situations. 

Five different studies·round the questionnaire to be the more 

valid in.stru.m.ent. In two studies both using sixty-nine college girls, 

Ell.is (1947, 1948) found the questionnaire to produce less favorable, 

and he assumed, more self-revelatory responses th.an did the interview., 

In the first study (1947) he used catergorized questions about the 

girls' love-lives and gave the interview first, followed a year later 

5 



by a questionnaire to be answered anonymously, getting at the same 

content wH,hout asking exactly the same questions.. Metzner and 

Mann ( 19 52) found that a la:r.•ger percentage of workers indicated 

more satisfaction wi'th their work situation when questions were 

asked in an interview situation rather ·tha:n on a questionnaire., 

Huse ( 1962) found that job success was predicted better by data 

from various paper-and-pencil tests than from data obtained in 

interviews or projective tests., A st,u.dy by Levonian ( 1963) il'.l.di

cated that the reliability ( internal consistency) o.f shctr.'t, scales 

computed from t,he Kuder-Richardson Formula. 20 were s·ignifirc::antly 

reduced by using the interview survey method as compared to the 

questionnaire survey methodo He stated that this would raise a 

question about ·t,he adequacy of measures of personality from short 

scales when the interview technique was usedo 
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The following studies found the interview to be a better in

strument than the questionnaireso Jackson and Ro·thney ( 1961.) inter

viewed and mailed questio:nn.aires to high school gra.duateso Considering 

the more complete data received from interviews, they felt that this 

justified the extra cost as well as -!::,he extra time used to administer 

the interviews rather than use the more economical questiorm.aires .. 

Accord:ing to Greene (1941) s an interview makes it possible for the 

interviewer to secure the confidence of the one interv:lewed., 

The following investigators found essentially no difference in 

results obtained by the two different methods.. Parker, Wrights and 

Clark ( 1957) asked students if they would have come to Brigham Young 

University without scholarships.. There did not seem to be a signifi= 

cant difference between what the students said they would do and what 



the interviewers thought they would have done after interviewing them, 

although no tes't of significance was made 0 Bennett, Alpert., and 

Goldstein (1954) repo1"'ted that responses were more consistent from 

interview to J.irn:it,ed-response questions than could be attr:ibuted to 

chance" Eysenck and Eysenck (1962) gave a 'thi:rty .. six item qu.es'tion

nai:re to 367 predominately male subjects in :interview form., Most of 

the items used defined dimensions of extroversion or neuroticism 

according to previous studies.. The factor loadings of each item on 

nen1roticism and extrcrve:rsion were compared -with those obtained -when 

the items were given in inventory form to 300 evening class and uni

versity students,, They did not find any significant change in an 

item'ls factorial composition as a result of being presented as an 

inventory rather than as an interview. 
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Ellis (1946) made i;he statement that i:t, was quest,ionable whether 

t.he scores obtain.ed i.n an indi:lridual situation were corrrparable to those 

obtained i:n a grrc:mp si.tuation,, 

The results 

variety of subjects: were used in the studies,, Most of the investiga

tions had a relatively large number of subjects.. Par•ke:r" Wright 9 and 

Cla'!:'k ( 1957) did not have a statistical analysts of thei:.r datao In the 

study by Metzner and Mann (1952) only three questions were common 'to 

both the interv·iew and the questiormai:re they usedo Greene vs (19L.1) 

sta;l:;emen-t was not; based on empirical evidenee,. More of the studies 

indicat,e that the questionnaire is more valid than the in:terviEil'W'o No 

clea:r-cut conclusions can be drawns, hm-,1ev-er 9 since this has not been 

the res-v.lts · found in other studies., 



CHAPTER III 

METHOD .AND PROCEDURE 

DS Inventory IV was used as a camouflage title for four scales 

administered to the subjects--the Barron's Independence of Judgment 

Scale 9 the Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory Lie Sca.le9 the 

Marlowe-Crowne Social Desirability Scal.e 9 and the Hanley~ Scaleo A 

description of each follows; the actual items included in each scale 

are listed in Appendix A. 

Scales 

Barron's Independence of Judgment Scale 

Barron ( 195.3) collected approximately two hundred items that he 

thought were representative of traits indicating the personality factor 

of independence o.f judgment. Many of the items were written specifi

cally for this sea.le., however, a few were ta.ken from other sources. 

Barron and Asch then reduced the list to eighty-four items by a 

11 clearly formulated guess11 as to what characteristics :represented 

independence of judgment (Barron., 1953., Po 294). These items were 

administered to eighty-five subjects--forty-three Independents and 

for·ty-two Yielders.,., ... to determine which items discriminated between 

these groupso The two samples were defined by their activity in a. 

social situation :in which group pressure was applied to cause them to 
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conform to an erroneous group opinion., Those who yielded to the group 

pressure were designated as Yieldersi those who did not"' Independentso 

The whole test dis:,cr·i:m.inated between tb.(e two samples at a stat1.s"dcally 

significa.rrl:; level (E,<B,.Cl) o An i:te:m analysis was pe:i.~ror:med to find 

those items which were most effec·tive in discriminating between t,he 

samples., Twerrty=two items were found which discriminated at the .,05 

level or less, of these, twenty-one were used in this inventory 

(Barron9 1953) .. It would have been desirable to have had a cross

va.lidat,ion of the i''i:,em pool thought to discriminate bet-ween other 

groups., 

Minnes(ota Multiphasic Personality Inventory Lie Scale 

The content o.f the items of the Lie Scale (Hathaway and McKin1.ey9 

1951) is such t.ha:t, while thought, to be socially undesirable, i''G is 

not denied by m.rost people~ Many su.bjects attribute most of the traits 

in this scale to themselves o Only a.bout four per cent of the normi:ng 

sarrrJl(S}S of normal Min.nesr;,ta adults dem.ii::id ·!:;en or more of the f:l:fteein 

items ( Hathaway a:..n.d McK:i.nley 9 1951)., Test-retest reliability fo:it" col

lege st;udents for this scale found iJ1 Appendix K of Ha:t,ha:way and 

McKinl.eyi s work (19 51) !'&,nged fro:m. .,46 t© ., 79 with a mean o.f o60o No 

measure of. iri:ternal consistency was listed for thioi scale by Hathaway 

and McKinley (1951)., 

Mar.•lowe-Crowne Social Desirability Scale 

The Marlowe...Crowne So<eial Desirability Scale (Crowne and Marlowe, 

1960) was developed to avoid the pathological implications found in 

the Edwards' Social Desirability Scale (1953a)., The items of the 
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Edward is Scale were ta.ken from the item pool of the Milmeso'ta Multi= 

pha.sic Pers{mal:i:ty Imrentoroy (ID1PI)., Due to ·t.he clinical nature of 

the MMPI. many or the items a;re designed to detect pathological symp

toms,. Crow:r1e and Ma:rdowe ( 1960) s·bat,ed that this rendered the inter

pretation of i;,he responses to such items ambiguous in a college student, 

pcopulation. It is not clear whether the subjects are respondi.ng in a 

socially desirable manner or whether they actually do not have the 

trait in question., The latter is the most probable ex-pla.ination con

s:idering the paucity of path.ological characteristics found in most 

college populatirClns.. The items used :in this sc:ale 9 there.fore, a:r•e 

drawn from an item pool which has statements which are socially accept

able but which a:re of improbable occurrEmce. After finding fifty items 

tha;t met the criteria of social acceptabili.ty and of minimal patholog= 

itia.l implic:ati.ons 9 the 11::.em:s: were judged on a social desirability 

dimension by t,en judges, which were faculty and gradua:t;re st,udents in 

the Psychology Derpartment at Ohio State University o In t,his way the 

number of items ·was :reduced t;o forty-seven 9 thirty-si:ic of which had 

one hu:ndred per cent agreement and eleven of which had ninty pe:r cent 

agreement among the judges.. This number was administered to seventy

s:ix: college students,, Thirty-three of the items discrim.inat;ed at, the 

005 len.rel of' signif'icam~e between those receiving a high total score 

and those receiving a low ·to·tal score., No cross-validation was re= 

port.edo These thi:rC't,y-tbree items consti'tut,~d the Marlowe=Crowne Social 

Des:irabili ty Sea.lei, t,hirty of which were used in this ::lri.vEmtory o Reli~ 

abi.lity comf.n:d:,ed f'r',rJm the K:ude:r.-Ric:hardson Forrrmla 20 was o 880 ''.I'es't,= 

rete:i(; rel:iabili ty -was ., 89 af't,er a one month intervalo ( Crow:ne ~n.d 

Mar1.owe 9 1960) 
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Hanley Sx Scale 

The Hanley Sx Scale (Hanley, 1957) was constructed to measure 

defensiveness and plus=getting., There is an indication that on per

sonality inventories there is a high correlation between the social 

desirability o.f an item and probability of endorsement 0 Edwards (1953) 

found this correlation to be .87 ~ Hanley ( 1957) constructed a scale 

i.n 'Which desirability and probabil'.'i .. ty of endorsement were unrelated 

when subjects are responding honestlyo Defensive subjects receiving 

a high socre and plus-gett,ing sub,jects, a low score when the scale 

was keyed for rejection undesirable and acceptance of desirable 

items., Intermediate scores are considered ·to be an indication of 

honest,y in respondingo 

In order to reduce the correlation between desirability and 

endorsement~ Hanley reduced the variation :in endorsement, using only · 

those items endorsed by thirty-six to sixty=foU!' perceri.t o.f a gr_ou.p 

of college males and females,, The socia.l desirability of these items 

was determined by computing the median rating score given each item by 

a g-.coup of male and female college studentso Ten previously judged 

items were included and the ratings were comparable to those found in 

the previous scaling.. Eight of the it.ems keyed false were removed 

from the scale to bala:n.ce the number of true and false items.. This 

was done to eliminate any con'l:;am:ination of scores by the factor of 

acquiescence., 

The reliabili'ty computed by the Kuder ... Richar•dson Formula 20 was 

0 310 When administered to a corrrpletely honest group; that is 9 to a 

group tha·t is responding on t,he basis of personal relevance rather 
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than on social desirability, the internal consistency of the scale 

should be very low. High internal consistency would indicate either 

that the scale is measuring other variables besides plus-getting or 

defensiveness 9 or that the subjects are not responding honestly0 

(Hanley9 1957) 

Selection of Subjects 

The subjects were volunteers from i....~troductory psychology classes . 
at Oklahoma State University in the 1965-66 fall session and the 1965 

summ.er session and students in undergraduate psychology co'l.ll"ses in the 

spring semester of 1964-650 There were 187 subjects with an approxi

mately equal number of males and females ranging in age from l? to 40o 

Design 

The Hanley~ Scale, the MMPI Lie Scale, the Barronvs Independence 

of Judgment S:calef and the Ma:rlowe-Crowne Social Desirability Scale 

were included in the inventory which was adm::L.~istered under two con-

ditions-... irJ.tervi.ewil,g and group-testing o 

The scales were administered once in the paper-and-pencil form 

to two samples ( Group I and Group II) consisting of forty subjects 

ea.ch,. Group A, consisting of twenty=five subjec~s, were first given 

the inventory in the group situationo The inventory was then given 

approximately one to two weeks later in an individual inter1ri.ew situ-

ationo Group B were first given the individual interviewso Af'ter at 

least a one-week interval; the inventory was given in the group~testing 

situation.o This group consisted of twenty-seven subjectso Group C, 

thirty subjects, were given the :imren.t,ory in a group situation twice 



with a week inteZoval between the two testings. This was done in 

order to determine whether there was any significant change in scor es 

of the group test due to re- testingo Group D.9 twenty-five subjects.I) 

were given the inventory as individual interYiews twice with at least 

a week interval bet ween the two interviewso This group was used t o 

determine the effect of re-test:ing i n an interview situation. 

13 

The individual interviews were given in an office. A Wollensak 

tape recorder was used dur:ing the :interviews as- a check if the exper

imenter failed to mark an answer.I) and therefore, incorrectly recorded 

responses t o items in the interview. The questions were read to each 

subject in the interview situation and the responses were recorded by 

the experimenter. In the group situation the :inventory was given in 

a classroom setting in paper-and-pencil form. The instructions used 

in both situations are given in Appendix B. 

Treatment of Data 

The groups to which the inventory was only administered once were 

used to obtain mean scores.I) standard deviations, and internal consis:h

ency measures. The Kuder-Richardson Fornru.la 20 was used as the meas

ure of internal consistency. Student's twas used to evaluate whether 

or not there was a difference l arger than could be attributed t o chance 

between the various testing situations. This test was made to deter

mine if there was a significant difference between group and individual 

testing situations in the same sample, and between test and re-test :L~ 

groups that had two administrations of the :inventory in the same situ

ation. A mean and a standard deviation were calculated for t he scores 

of the scal es in each situation. For all scales the correlation was 



found between group and individual tests when the individual test was 

giV"en first, between group and individual tests when the group test 

was given fi:rst 9 between first and sec,omd tester when both were group 

tests, and between first and second tests when both were individual 

tests., Studentvs twas used to test whether there was a significant 

differenrce berc;ween individual tests giiren first and group tests giwn 

first, and between individual given second and group given second. 



CHAPI'ER IV 

RESULTS 

The reliabilities of each scale were computed on the two group-

administration samples by the Kuder-Richardson Formula 20. The reli

abilities were found to be as followsi Hanley ~ { Sx), -.27; Lie 

Scale {L), .50; Barron's Independence of Judgment Scale (BIJ), • .32; 

and the Marlowe-Crowne Social Desirability Scale (M-C SDS),, • 75. The 

reliability of the Hanley~ Scale was found to be .18 when only those 

subjects' scores were used who also had a Lie score of four or above. 

These reliabilities as well as means and standard deviations are given 

in Table I. 

TABLE I 

MEANS, STANDARD DEVIATIONS, AND RELIABILITIES FOR SCORES ON SCALES 
OF DS JNVENTORY IV GIVEN IN A GROUP SITUATION 

Mean 

Standard Deviation 

Reliability 

(N=80) 

7.71 

1.79 

-0.27 

2.15 

1.86 

o.5o 

BIJ 

11.,85 

2.7.3 

0.32 

. M-C SDS 

In Group c, in which the paper-and~pencil inventories were given 

twice, there was a significant difference (:e,""'oOl) between first and 

15 
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second administrations for the Hanley Sx and the Independence of 

Judgment scales but not for the other scales. In the sample that was 

given the inventory in an interview situation both times ( Group D), 

only the Independence of Judgment Scale showed a significant differ

ence (E.c.Ol)., In the sample that was given the group test first and 

the individual test seQo:nd ( Group B), there was a significant differ

ence (E.=.01) between the scores in these situations for only the 

Social Desirability Scale. In the sample given the group test first 

and the individual test second ¢}-roup A), only the Lie Scale showed a 

significant difference (:e_=.01)., Table II is the listing of Student's 

t values for the differences between the scores for the situations 

(either group-individual or first-second testing)., 

A comparison of individual and group situations was made while 

holding the order of testing constant; that is, they were compared 

when both were the first testing situation and when both were the 

second testing situation. None of the differences were significant 

except the Independence of Judgment Scale in the second testing sit

uation. Student's t values for the scales of the :inveil'tory are given 

in Table III., 

Correlations between test scores for various conditions were com

puted for the scales used., They are given i..'11. Table IV. The raw data 

are in Appendix c. 



TABLE II 

MEANS9 STANDARD DEVIATIONS, AND STUDENT'S T VALUES FOR 
THE DS INVENTORY IV F'OR THE VARIOUS GROUPS 

Group A., (N.,,25) 
Difference Between 
Group Testing First 
and Individual Second 

Group Bo (N=27) 
Difference Between 
Individual Testing 
First and Group Second 

Mg 
Mi 
SDg 
SDi 
Mei· 
SD a 
t 

Mg 
Mi 
SDg 
SDi 
Ma 
SDd 

Sx 

8016 
8020 
lo77 
1.89 

-Oo04 
1 .. 78 

;..ooll 

8.37 
7.67 
2.20 
1.71 
Oo70 
lo83 

L BIJ M-C SDS 

2.88 12004 13080 
2.44 llo84 13036 
1.79 2o72 4o96 
2o16 2.49 5.49 
o.64 -0 .. 04 loOO 
lo06 2o0;> 3.31 
3 05~,.,,_ O I\ I\ -0.10 1.48 

2oJ7 12.87 12 .. 56 
2o52 12063 13070 
lo78 2.71 5o03 
2.01 2.04 5.16 

-0.15 -0.19 1.15 
1.18 1.61 lo76 
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t . 1.97 ~Oo65 -Oo63 3o33iH} 

Group c.. (Ns.:30) 
Dif'ference Between 
First and Second 
Testing in. Group 
S it,ua:ticn 

Group D. (N=25) 
Difference Between 
First and Second 
Testing in Individual 
Situation 

M1 7o63 
M2 8050 
SD1 2.01 
SD2 lo6.3 
Ma -Oo87 
SDd lo50 
t .. 3·· •. 8J4'M~ 

M1 8.,08 
M2 7.,80 
SD1 2ol0 
SD2 1. 71 
Md o.28 
SDd. ·lo.65 

t 1.09 
-iBtSignifica.nc:e leve! less than· .al"' 

3o07 
3o27 
1..84 
2.00 

-Oo20 
·1.16 
-1.,02 

2o76 
2.44 
1.54 
l.0 26 
0.,32 
0 .. 90 
lo69 

11093 
11. .. 27 

2 .. 92 
2o85 
o.67 
1.,69 
2.0 81--,Hf 

13 .. 44 
14 .. 20 

2 .. 63 
·2068 
-0.76 
lo64 

14.87 
J.ho57 

6002 
6073 
Oo30 
3o98 
Oo82 

15064 
15 .. 52 
4o77 
5a32 
Ool2 
2.71 
Oo36 

Notei Mg--mean of group tests; Mi=-mean of indi"lridual tests; M1 ....... mea.n 
of first t,esi..;; M2--mean of second test; Md--rr1ea.n of the differences 
between scores of different tests,. SDg--standard deviation of the 
group test; SDi--sta.nda.rd deviaticm · of ·t;,he · individual test; ·· SD1-
standa..rd deviation-of the first test; SD2--standard deviation of the 
second test; SDa--standard deviati.on or the differences between 
scores in different tests; t~...Student I s i valueso 



TABLE III 

STUDENT'S T VALUES FOR DIFFERENCES BETWEEN INDIVIDUAL AND 
GROUP SITUATIONS FOR SCALES USED IN THE DS INVENTORY IV 

Di.f'ferences Between Individual and Group Situations 

First Testing Second Testing 

Sx: t:r: Oo50 
L: t==-0 .. 38 

BIJ: t= lo45 
M...C SDS:: t= Oo.5.3 

**Significant, .at th® .ol level of confidence 

TABLE IV 

... 0.87 
-loll 

2.8,3~Pk 
0 .. 62 

CORRELATIONS BErWEEN SITUATIONS .AND TESTING ORDER IN EACH SAMPLE 
FOR THE SCALES USED INDS INVENTORY IV 

Sx L BIJ M-C SDS 

Group vso Individual 
Group Test First 053 .88 .69 .,80 
(Nm25) 

Group vs. Individual 
Individual Test First .59 .81 .81 094 
(N ... 27) 

First vs. Second 
Both Group Tests .68 .82 o8.3 .. 81 
{N=30) 

First VSo Second 
Both Indi'l1'1..dual Tests 064 .Bl .81 .. 86 
(Nc25) 
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CHAPTER V 

IN'TEB.PRETATION OF RESULTS 

Conclusion 

In the computation of the internal consistency of the scales, 

the lowest reliability (-0.27) was found for the Hanley~ Scale. 

This could be expected., however, because of the construction of the 

scale. The scale was· constructed ·in such a way that if all subjects 

answered honestly there would be no correlation between items, or no 

'internal consistency., When it is used with a group that responds 

enti:rely on the basis of personal relevance., the scale should show 

zero reliability. I.f there were a large number of plus-getters or 

defensive subjects., the reliability of the scale would be much higher 

(Hanley, 19 57). Therefore., the low reliability for this scale could 

be accounted for on the basis of a great number of subjed~s respondi.ng 

according to the personal relevance of each itemo This is substantiated 

by the fact that the mean score on the Lie Scale for this group of 

subjects was 2.15 out of a possible 150 

There did not seem to be any consistent trend in the differences 

found to be significant when comparing order of testing (first or 

second) or testing situation (group or individual)o For the most part 

there were no s:i.gnificant differences. It would seem., therefore, that 

subjects tend to respond consistently from an individual to a group 

19 



situation., 

The results from Group A and Group B indicate that whether an 

individual i.s in a group or interview situation does not change his 

responding, except for the Lie Scale in one sample and the Social 

Desirability Scale in the othero The data of Group C and Group D 

show that the responding does not change significantly as a result 

of the inventory being repeated in either the group situation or the 

individual situation, except in the case of the Independence of 

Judgment Scale.. There was no significant difference between the 

scores for the group and individual situations when both were the 

first tests given; the scores on only one scale were significantly 

different when both were the second test given. The correlations 

between scores from group and interview situations were high enough 

to indicate that they were measuring similar things .. 

Individuals did not tend to give more hones·t, more socially 

desirable, or more defensive responses as a function of whether they 

were in a group situation or an interview situation, or whether the 

inventory was being presented the first or second timeo 

The questions posed in the first section of this paper can be 

answered in the following way. The different conditions as a result 

of the subjects being in the interview situation and of being in the 

group situation do not significantly influence their responding.. I-t, 

can be assumed that the inventories are measuring the same thing in 

the two different, situation so Therefore, on the basis of the data 

found in this study1 it seems that gr.oup tests, constructed from 

questions used :in interview, can be appropriately substituted for the 

more time consuming interviews. 

20 
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Suggestions for Further Study 

The influence of the sex of the experimenter compared to the sex 

of the subjects could have some effe(ct on the results. This could be 

determined by using experimenters of both sexes and dividing the groups 

according to sexo 

A replication of the conditions producing differences which were 

significant could be made to see if they still produced differences 

which could not be accounted .for by chance a.lone o 
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APPENDIX A 

SCALES 

The items listed below are those included in the D S Inventory IV. 

The numbers refer t,o the number o.f the item in the irnren:tory O The 

Bar:rtm v s Independence of Judgment Scale 

lo Science should have as much to say about moral values as religion 
does. (Fa.ls(~) 

2o Perfect balanm':l is ·the essence of all good compositiono (True) 

3o Wri.a;I:; ·e,he youth needs most is strict disrciplL'il'le, rugged determinism, 
and the wi.11 to work and fight for f a.m:ily and count,ry., (True) 

4o I rrro.st admit, ·!;hart. I would find :U:, hard to have for a close friend 
a person whose :rms.:,.we:r.'s or appea:ran.ce made hiJn somewhat r•epulsive .9 

:no matter how b:.l'.'illia:nt; or kind he m:'Lght beo (True) 

18., I could cut, :my mr.10:ring--qu:it :my home i, m:y family and :my f:r.i.ends=
w:i:thou:i:; suffering great regret,s.. (False) 

19 .. I hav12i seen some th:ings so sad that I aJ .. :m.ost. feilt like crying., 
(True) 

20., A pE=lrson should not probe to(i deeply intir, his own and ot;,her peo= 
plens f'eelings., bti.t take th:i.ngs as they areo (•rrue) 

22., I helieve you should ignore other peopletts faults and make an 
~~ffor·!; to get along with almost everyone., (True) 

26 0 What this country needs most, more than laws and political pro
grams.9 is a ferw c:ou:rageousi, tireless, devoted leaders in. whom the 
people can put the:i.:r fai.tho (True) 

320 I acqui.Ted stNJng interest. in intellectual and SfJSthetfo m.a;t;'t,ers 
from my mother o (True) 

24 
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37 o I like to fool around with new ideas 9 even if they turn out later 
to be a total waste of time. (False) 

38. The l11.:r..:f'i:rJ.ish,~d and the impEir.ferc:t often· have greater appeal to me 
-than 'the completed and the poli.sh®do (False) 

4o. I pJc>efer te;a1.m games in which one individual competes against 
another. ( T:r•ue) 

47. It is easy f1or me to take orders- and do what I am told. (True) 

480 I donut understand how men in some European countries can be so 
demonstrative to one another. (True) 

51.. I would ra:the:ir' have a few intense friendships than a great many 
friendly but easual rela:cio:nships. (False) 

56. Sorme of my f:rdends think that my ideas a.:r·e impractical, if not a. 
bit wildo (False) 

62. Kindness and generosity are the most important qualities for a 
-wife to have. ( •rrue) 

· 63. The happy person. tiands to be poi.sed., courteous.9 outgoing., and 
""IT1'"'+. ~ ,.,,,n "'' '111y ,t,4c1>'n"~' .,.,,•11 lPd ( 'r"l">'l"·le··) C V ,.;,J.,V,,,.,..G<'J..,.•..,.,"1,, '<..•V.tJ. lJ,4,. ~.J ..,,..., ~ 6 ..L U, 

79 o The best theory is ·t;he one that has the best practical applica
tions~ (Tru(~) 

80. Yr.rung people some-bim.es get rebellious ideas, but as they grow up 
they trught to g<ert over them and settle down. (True) 

Minnesota MuU,iphasfo Persconality Inventory Li.e Scale 

10. Once in a while I la.ugh at a dirty jokeo (False) 

11e I do not always te11 the truth. (False) 

130 Once in a while I put off until tomorrow what I ought to do todayo 
(False) 

lh.. My table ma11J1ers are not qu.:ite as gr»od at home as when. I am out 
in company., (False) 

15. Som.et:Lm.es when I am not feeling well I am cross.. (False) 

I gt,ssi.p a 1:U,t.le at times .. (False) 

:28. I do not like everyone I kna-w., (False) 

3lo At times I feel li.ke swearingo (False) 



440 I would rather win than lose :in a game. (False) 

50. If I could gfft into a movie without paying and be sure I was not 
seem I would probably do it., (False) 
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54.. I do not re.ad eve:ry edi-1::.orial in the newspaper every day. (False) 

61.. Sometim(?S at elections I vote fo:r men about whom I know very 
little,. (False) 

680 I get angry sometimes.. (False) 

69,. I like to know some important people because it makes me feel 
important. (False) 

70. Once ixl. a while I th:ink of things too bad to talk about., (False) 

Ma:dowe-Crown.e Social Desirability 

5. I have never been irked when people expressed ideas different from 
my ow.. (True) 

6., Before vc:r!;ing I th(iroughly investigate the quali.ffoations of all 
the candidates. (True) 

7 .. I am always courteous 9 even to people who are disagreea.bleo 
(True) 

9. I never m.8-ke a long trip without checking the safety of my car. 
(True) 

170 I sometimes feel resentful when I don 1t get my wayo (False) 

23., On o,ccasi.on I have had doubts a.bout my ability to succeed in life. 
(False) 

2li.. I have neveir intensely disliked anyone. (True) 

29. I have almost never felt the urge to tell someone off., (True) 

33. It is sometime:s hard for me to go on with my work if I am not 
encouraged,, (False) 

35. I always try to prac-tirce what I preach.. (True) 

36.. I sometimes t:r.·y 
(False) 

get even ra:{:,her than forgive and fo:r.•geto 

.39., I never resell"!; being asked to return a favor.. (True) 

430 There hav,e been many occasions when I have felt like smashing 



thingso ( F'alse) 

46. At times I have really insisted on having things my own way. 
(False) 

49. I have never deliberately said something that hurls someone's 
feelings., (True) 

5.3.. There have been OHCcasions when I took advantage of someone. 
(False) 

55. Pm always willing to admit it when I make a mistake., (True) 

57. No matter who I'm talking to I'm always a good listener. (True) 

.58. I sometimes think when people have a misfortune they only got 
what they deserved., (False) 

60.. There have been t:inJ.eJs when I have been quite jealous of the good 
fortune of others. (False) 

640 I can remember nplaying sickn to get out of something .. (False) 

65 .. I never hesitate to go out of my way to help someone in trouble .. 
(True) 

67., I would never think of letting someone else be pun'lshed for my 
wrong-doings. (True) 

71., On a few oecasions, I have given up doing something because I 
thought too little of my ability. (False) 

72. I am always careful about my manner of dress., ('rrue) 
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75. I a.m sometimes irritated by people who ask favors of me., (False) 

76. I have never felt that I was punished without cause. (True) 

78. I don't find it par't,icularly difficult to get along w:ith loud
mouthed obnoxious people., (True) 

81,. There have been tL'Ues when I have felt like rebelling against 
people in authority even though I knew they were right .. (False) 

820 "When I donnt know something I don't mind admitting it., (True) 

Hanley Sx Scale 

8,. At times I feel that I can. make up my mind with unusually great 
ease. (True) 
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12. I think a great many people exaggerate their misfortunes in order 
to gain the sympathy and help of others. (False) 

160 I am often sorry because I a.m so cross and grouchy. (True) 

210 What others think of me does not bother me. (False) 

27 o I find i:t hard to set aside a. task that I have undertaken, even 
fo:r. a short tirr1eo (True) 

300 Most people will use somewhat unfair means to gain profit or an 
advantage rather than to lose it., (False) 

340 My feelings are not easily hurt. (True) 

410 I have often met people who were supposed to be experts who were 
no better than I,. (False) 

42., I am apt to hide my feelings in some things, to the point that 
people may hurt me without their knowing about it. (False) 

450 I have nenrer done anything dangerous for the thrill of it.. (True) 

52 .. I have never been in love with anyoneo (False) 

59.. It bothers me to have to have someone watch me at work even ·though 
I know I can do it well.. (False) 

66. Some people at'e so bossy that I feel lil{('3 doing the opposite of 
what they request, even ·though I know they are right. (False) 

730 Sometimes wi.thout an:y reason or even when things are going wrong 
I feel excitedly happy, non top of the world.u (True) 

74. I hmre never felt better in my life than. I do now.. ('I'rue) 

77. I have periods in which I feel u.."1.usually cheerful witho1.:rt any 
special reason .. (True) 



APPENDIX B 

INSTRUCTIONS 

These paragraphs were given to the subjects before the inventory. 

The followil-ig wa.s given before the inventory in the group situation& 

The sta:tements in this bookle't represent experiences, ways of doing 
thing~ or beliefs or preferences that are true of some people but 
are not true of otherso Read each statement and decide whether or 
not it is true with respect to yourself. If it is true or mostly 
true, blacken the answer space in the column 1 on the answer sheet 
°Inthe row numbered the same as the statement-you are answeringo 
If the statement is not uimallz true or is riot true at all, blacken 
the space in coltll11n ~ in the num.Eered row. Answer the statements 
as carefully and honestly as· you can. There are no correct or 
w.r.-ong answers. We are interested :in the way you work and· in the 
things you believe. Sometimes it may be difficult to make a deci
sion, but pl.ease answer every item either true or false without 
skipping any. Are there any questions~ 

This paragraph was read before the inventory given as a.n interview: 

The statements that wi.11 be read to you represent experiences, 
ways of doi.'"lg things, or belief's or preferences that are true of 
so1ne people but are not true of others. Decide whether or not 
each statement is true with respect to yourself. If it is true 
or mostly true, answer true, of course. If it is not true, or is 
!!2! u.suafi;v; answer false. Answer the statements ascarefully and 
honestly as you can<it There are no correct or wrong answers. We· 
are interested i.."1 the way you work and in the things z_ou believeil> 
Sometimes it may be difficult to :make a decision,. but please 
answer every item either true or false without skipping any., 
Are there any question.sz 

The following paragraph was added for the second administration of 

the inventoryi 

You will note that this test is similar to a previous inventory 
you have taken~ We are repeating the inventory because we a.re 
interested in studying the caharacteristics of the inventory and 
appreciate your cooperation. 
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APPENDIX C 

RAW SCORES 

Sx t EIJ M-C sns 
Subject (}~~ I~!-- d·%· G I d G I d G I d 
Group A 

1 1 1 0 2 2 0 7 6 -1 17 17 0 
2 11 1') 

,,..,,i.. .. =l 5 5 0 13 13 0 17 19 -2 
3 4 6 -2 3 2 1 9 10 1 11 J.4 -3 
4 8 1 1 1 l 0 13 11 -2 3 2 1 
5 10 11 -1. 0 0 0 Jli 12 -2 17 16 1 
6 7 8 -1 5 2 3 11 12 l 17 12 5 
7 9 9 0 3 1 2 13 lli l 17 14 3 
8 1 6 l .3 3 0 11 11 0 13 15 "' -a::. 

9 11 9 2 1 0 l 9 9 0 10 6 4 
10 9 8 1 6 6 0 8 11. 3 17 17 0 
11 5 9 -4 4 1i. 0 11 17 6 16 18 -2 
12 8 9 -1 4 2 2 11 7 -1.i. 14 10 4 
13 10 -2 h 4 0 9 9 0 19 23 -4 
14 9 8 1 4 5 -1 15 13 2 10 12 -2 
15 5 6 -1 5 3 2 10 12 -2 1h 9 r' . :) 

16 8 11 -3 2 l l JJ-1. 12 -2 'll' ,d.1- 23 1 
17 9 5 4 6 tJ 

::> 1 14 13 -1 15 12 3 
18 7 8 -1 2 2 0 17 16 -1 12 15' -3 
19 10 8 2 0 0 0 14 14 0 12 17 -5 
20 9 9 0 l 1 0 9 11 2 13 9 4 
21 9 8 1 3 2 1 17 15 2 18 17 1 
22 9 6 .3 2 l 1 12 11 -1 11 3 8 
23 8 B 0 l. 1 0 11 12 l 13 11 2 
24 8 9 -1 4 1 3 14 12 -2 17 17 0 
25 7 6 1 l 2 ~l 15 13 -2 12 6 6 

Group B 
l 10 1 3 

..., 
5 0 12 13 1 18 19 1 ;> 

2 9 1 2 2 1 1 12 11 -1 12 9 -3 
.3 8 9 -1 1 2 -1 16 15 -1 1.3 15 2 
4 9 9 0 1 1 0 13 14 l 10 13 3 
5 12 12 0 2 L. -2 15 13 -2 20 21 1 

.r.-G--scores in group s:itua.tion 
*I..;-scores in individual situation 
11-d .. -di.fference between scores in group and indi vi.dual situations 
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Sx L BIJ M-C SDS 
Subject G I d G I d G I d G I d 
Group B ( continued) 

1 8 9 -1 4 2) 2 12 13 1 9 10 l 
8 7 7 0 7 7 0 10 11 1 7 10 3 
9 .5 6 .... 1 2 3 -l 16 Jli -1 18 21 3 

10 6 t" ::> 1 2 1 l 15 15 0 11 11 0 
U. 8 9 -1 0 0 0 13 12 -1 3 5 2 
12 7 7 0 l 2 -1 14 11 -3 9 10 1 
13 11 6 5 3 1 2 10 9 -1 11 10 -1 
14 10 7 3 1 2 =l 17 13 -4 13 16 3 
15' 4 7 -3 1 0 1 16 15' -1 5 9 h 
16 9 9 0 0 0 0 10 12 2 14 14 0 
17 10 7 3 l 2 -1 13 1h 1 17 19 2 
18 11 7 4 2 l 1 15 13 -2 20 21 1 
19 12 10 2 3 3 0 13 14 1 17 20 3 
20 7 9 =2 6 5 l 11 13 2 13 12 -1 
21 7 6 l 3 5 -2 12 11 -1 1h 14 0 
22 10 10 0 1 0 1 11 12 =l 5 5 0 
23 10 8 2 l 2 -1 16 16 0 10 13 3 
24 8 7 l 2 3 -l 12 14 2 17 19 2 
2.5' 10 9 l 5 6 -1 11 13 2 16 13 -3 
26 6 7 -1 2 2 0 4 6 2 5 7 2 

4 !i 0 2 2 0 12 12 0 11 11 0 

- . . 

S:x L BIJ M-C SDS 
Subject, l:l} 2* d{~ 1 2 d 1 2 d 1 2 d .. 
Group c 

1 7 11. -4 Li 5 -1 13 1.5 ') 
=t: 25 26 -1 

2 1_1 11 0 0 2 -2 9 9 0 17 15 2 
.3 11 10 l 3 3 0 1.5 16 -1 19 16 3 
L. 5 8 -.3 l l 0 8 9 -1 7 7 0 
5 7 9 -2 2 1 1 13 9 4 18 6 12 
6 7 9 -2 5 3 2 16 15 1 13 14 -1 
7 6 7 -1 1 2 =l 10 7 3 10 9 1 
8 1 9 -2 h 5 -1 15 13 2 11 11 0 
9 4 6 -2 l 3 -2 8 6 2 5 3 2 

10 11 10 1 4 7 . ")) 

-:; 15 J.2 3 21 16 5 
11 8 7 1 3 3 0 11 12 ... 1 12 14 -2 
12 ll 10 1 3 3 0 13 1.3 0 20 18 ") ,::, 

13 10 11 =1. 4 4 0 12 12 0 20 19 l 
lh 8 6 2 6 .S 1 15' 13 2 23 27 -h 
15 !J 

::> 6 -1 1 1 0 16 13 3 12 7 5 
16 8 1 l 2 2 0 11 11 0 16 l.4 2 
17 5 8 =3 1 2 =1 14 14 0 16 20 -4 
18 1 8 '1 ., l l 11 10 1 5 7 -2 c;:,..,L, ,_ 

1}1--scores for first testing 
~:-2--scores for second test i..11g 
-::-d-=diff erence between scores for first and second testing 
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Sx L BIJ M-C SDS 
Sub~cct; l 2 d 1 2 d 1 2 d 1 2 d 
Group C ( continued) 

19 8 8 0 2 2 0 13 14 -1 16 17 -1 
20 6 8 -2 1 7 0 7 6 1 23 26 -3 
21 9 9 0 5 3 2 12 10 2 12 21 -9 
22 9 9 0 .3 3 0 .5 6 -1 ll 8 3 
2.3 5 1 -2 4 r' 

:.::> -l 11 10 1 8 15 -7 
24 8 9 -1 6 8 -2 15 13 2 25 26 -1 
25 9 10 -1 1 l 0 9 11 -2 7 6 l 
26 6 7 -1 5 4 l 9 8 1 1h 13 1 
27 6 9 -3 5 5 0 11 13 -2 23 2.3 0 
28 8 7 l 1 0 l 1.6 1.3 .3 11 10 1 
29 10 12 -2 4 5 -l 11 10 1 18 12 6 
30 7 1 0 2 2 0 1h 15 -1 8 11 -3 

Group D 
l 8 7 l 4 4 0 10 11 -1 1.5 14 1 
2 6 7 -1 3 2 l 11+ 11 3 6 7 -1 
3 9 8 1 5 2 3 10 9 1 16 13 3 
4 7 8 -1 4 3 l 12 J.4 -2 18 16 2 
5 8 6 2 5 4 1 8 9 -1 11 16 -5 
6 12 12 0 5 4 1. 15 14 l 25 26 -1 
7 7 9 =2 2 2 0 13 11+ -1 12 11 1 
8 6 7 -1 0 l -1 13 1.2 1 13 12 1 
9 1 7 0 2 3 -1 13 15 "' -.::: 1.3 11 2 

10 6 6 0 0 1 -1 14 16 ? -- 11 10 1 
11 15 11 4 4 4 0 10 1.1 -1 23 18 5 
12 1 7 0 l 0 l 1.4 17 -3 13 12 1 
13 10 9 1 4 3 1 15 16 -1 21 23 -2 
11 9 7 2 3 3 0 12 1r.: .,, -3 15 15 0 
15 8 7 1 0 0 0 13 15' -2 

,, 
7 -1 0 

16 6 7 -1 l 0 1 15 16 -1 18 15 3 
17 9 8 1 3 3 0 17 18 -1 22 22 0 
18 10 1 .3 3 2 1 18 16 2 17 18 -1 
19 6 8 -2 3 3 0 18 18 0 20 21 -1 
20 9 8 '11 

.!(. 2 2 0 12 14 -2 16 14 2 
21 6 5 1 3 3 0 18 16 2 12 12 0 
22 7 6 1 4 3 1 11 12 -1 15 18 -3 
23 8 11 -3 4 4 0 15 18 =3 20 28 -8 
24 8 7 l 2 3 -1 lh 16 -2 15 lb 1 
,,5 
IC, 8 1.0 -2 2 r; c.. 0 12 12 0 18 15 3 
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Group Test Only 
-Subj_":!,_f.J"G Sx . L . .. BIJ M-c··sns Subject Sx L BIJ M-C SDS 

Group I Group II 
l 5 0 11 10 1 7 l 14 8 
2 6 0 1, 4 2 10 4 9 8 
3 6 4 11 20 

., 
7 3 3 10 .., 

4 3 1 10 10 4 6 0 13 2 
5 6 3 17 9 5 8 l 10 7 
6 ]J. 3 12 16 6 6 4 9 16 
7 7 3 12 14 7 6 2 5 1h 
8 7 l 13 12 8 1 2 13 12 
9 7 0 10 3 9 6 l 15 13 

10 6 2 14 8 1.0 6 l 12 15 
11 6 2 13 9 11 9 2 10 19 
12 7 0 10 6 12 ' 0 12 6 
1.3 8 2 9 9 13 5 2 11 8 
1h 9 4 13 11 J1 7 0 16 7 
15 9 ":il .,) 11 14 15' 8 2 12 20 
16 7 5 15 17 16 9 1 1.3 12 
17 4 6 15 11 17 8 1 13 9 
18 7 1 16 11 18 8 0 14 7 
19 8 3 12 13 19 9 3 9 11 
20 9 0 ll 3 20 10 4 11 17 
21 ".l> 

.) 0 9 6 21 7 3 11 10 
2') ,:: 8 0 16 7 22 9 1 11 14 
23 9 0 10 15' 23 9 3 14 22 
24 11 l 12 8 24 8 2 12 19 
25 9 l 11.i. 11 25 9 0 13 13 
26 6 2 13 7 26 7 .3 9 12 
27 7 6 1.6 17 27 11 5 12 22 
28 1.0 1 11 15 28 8 1 12 22 
29 7 '" 1.3 9 29 10 8 :V..i 20 .::; 

30 8 0 13 8 30 8 5 13 15 
31 9 l 13 12 31 8 3 8 11 
32 8 0 15' 6 32 11 3 15 19 
33 7 1. 11 11 33 7 3 15 14 
34 7 3 15 22 34 7 2 8 14 
35 11 6 9 22 35 12 h 10 2'4 
36 10 5 7 18 36 10 l 8 10 
.37 8 l J1 7 37 9 4 J.4 9 
38 8 0 6 6 38 7 0 8 11 
39 6 3 14 16 39 B l 10 12 
L'1 .u 8 2 ll 11 40 7 2 "'!? .Ji.- 11 
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